
Our company is hiring for an aviation safety. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for aviation safety

Assist in the Air Safety Investigations team in proof reading the "preliminary"
and "final" aircraft accident reports
Assist in managing accident/incident safety issue identification, and
supporting the communication between the Air Safety Investigations Team
and the Continued Operational Safety (COS) team
Participate in the development and implementation of goals, objectives, and
policies
Assist in accident/incident research to assess prior accident/incident events
and damage history
Develop, implement, and manage safety programs, policies, and procedures
that encompass all aspects of aviation flight safety, ground safety,
environmental safety, weapons safety, and hazardous materials safety
Maintain safety and accident records and manage metric program reporting
Develop and manage safety specific key performance indicators, analyze
incident reports and other identified safety concerns and make
recommendations to the DoS INL/A Safety Manager
Advise and assist in development of Safety Management System (SMS)
maturation efforts
Other tasks associated with the position include providing on-site Aviation
Safety support for flight evaluations and airshows periodic support for
various flight test programs
New Hire Aviation Safety Emphasis Training
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You have in-depth experience in the handling of Item Toolkit as analysis
software
You have gathered experience in packaging within the context of solutions
for hybrid-electric propulsion systems
Fluent German and English round off your profile
Current or past holder of professional Pilots’ license (ATPL or equivalent) or
Engineer’s license (A&P or equivalent)
Ability to assign tasks and responsibilities to others in a fair and consistent
manner
Must be a current full time student enrolled in aviation safety or related field


